New Georgia Encyclopedia
http://www.galileo.usg.edu/express?link=ngen
* Browse to Literature to see Georgia authors and works
* See Features for 12 Great Works of Georgia Fiction

Digital Library of Georgia
http://www.galileo.usg.edu/express?link=dlg1
* Search or browse for images, historic books, and more
* See Reference Shelf for Georgia authors

GeorgiaInfo
http://www.galileo.usg.edu/express?link=gnfo
* Search for "Georgia authors" or by name

NoveList
http://www.galileo.usg.edu/express?link=zkn1
NoveList K-8
http://www.galileo.usg.edu/express?link=zkne
* Limit Location to Georgia (setting of the story)
* Search for Georgia authors and works
* See Georgia Awards lists

Literary Reference Center
http://www.galileo.usg.edu/express?link=zblr
* Search for Georgia authors and works
* Limit by Literary Locale in Advanced Search